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A leading high-tech company, despite producing world-class products struggled to compete
with its peers in market penetration. Research revealed that the lack of a unified customer
engagement strategy and sub-optimal adoption of social media for sales were the key
roadblocks to this. To transform growth and outmaneuver competition within the next six
months, the company’s marketing and IT teams together prepared a detailed blueprint of a
world-class digital strategy. The rider – the package would cost the company millions of dollars.
Predictably, when the blueprint came up for budgetary approval, cuts were borne by the
Testing and Quality Assurance (QA) teams. Happy in the knowledge that they were riding the
digital wave at an ‘optimum cost’, the company went ahead and consolidated their multiple
customer engagement channels (web, mobile, and point of sale) across geographies, and
integrated them with social media and mobility solutions.
The result? They did witness a turnaround but in the wrong direction! The initial hype and
euphoria surrounding their advent into the digital world was not backed by a solid user
experience. Customers who initially welcomed the move became increasingly dissatisfied and
the lack of a unified value chain resulted in an unforeseen plunge in sales.
Instead of successfully riding the digital wave, this high-tech company was washed ashore.
There are, and will be, many more such examples wherein organizations implement digital
strategies without understanding the critical need for an uncompromised and robust
assurance strategy.
Going digital for business benefit is an understood reality; the crucial question is: how best can
you ride the wave and derive the maximum benefit? This whitepaper will walk you through
the elements of a smart assurance strategy and give you an insight into the common pitfalls
you may encounter. It will serve as the surfboard that will keep you steady and enable you to
gain the maximum benefit from your ride atop the digital wave.
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The Ocean – Market Outlook
Unlike the traditional image of a vast, calm ocean, today’s marketplace invokes the imagery of a fast-paced
whirlpool that continuously throws up challenges. Customers today demand anything, anywhere, anytime, and on
any device. Gone are the days when innovation was a one-off occurrence. Today, it has become a mainstream
activity for companies that want to ensure continual differentiation of products and services.
Industry research echoes the same view:
n

Spend on mobile will reach $1.3 trillion globally by 2015

n

Social media will occupy the top spot in the Chief Marketing Officer’s (CMO) agenda

n

Big Data will become democratized while analytics will become mainstream

n

Use of on-demand and Software as a Service (SaaS) models will increase

The bottom-line: Digital transformation drives business performance. Hence, it is vital for organizations to craft a
cohesive strategy between the driving forces – Social, Mobile, Analytics and Big Data, and Cloud.

The Changing Tide – Trends
These forces are altering the behavior of organizations across industries. A dramatic change can be witnessed in
end customer experiences, operational processes, and business models for engagement.

Customer
Experience

Operational
Process

Business
Model

Social

Enhancing customer, employee and supplier collaboration and interactions

Mobile

Transacting and interacting with everybody, anywhere, on any device

Cloud

Handling Big Data / Supporting real time analytics and transactions

Big Data
Analytics

Combining on & off-premise IT resource, moving to on-demand consumption

Figure 1: An overview of the trends governing the behavior of organizations
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To adapt to this changing landscape and stay ahead of competition, organizations across all industries – not just
media or telecom – are embarking on IT transformation by implementing a digital strategy. This spans the entire
content value chain including content creation, content aggregation, and content distribution and delivery.
However, conceptualizing IT strategies to create digital products or consuming digital products within the existing
landscape is not simple or silo-ed to a particular business unit. A holistic and integrated activity spanning all
business units, it requires transformation in the way IT is being delivered at present.
In this regard, the assurance organization (QA and testing) plays a vital role in certifying the digital transformation.
Evolving into such a position calls for a revamp of assurance service processes, tools, people, and methodologies.
The following section highlights the future of an assurance services organization and its key focus areas in this
context.

The Surging Waves – Implications to Assurance Services
Assurance services organizations today are characterized by the following traits:
n

Focus on application level testing or (at the most) inter-application testing

n

Challenged by protracted test cycles and lack of Return on Investment (ROI) from test automation initiatives

n

Exist in the role of a guardian to assure a functionality is delivered correctly

n

Accepting of the historic fact that assurance activities follow development activities with very little overlap

n

This operating style will dramatically change and the future of assurance organizations will be characterized by:

n

Transformation to assure holistic digital product implementation which encompasses a multitude of platforms,
services, applications, and external ecosystems

n

Disruptive innovation, resulting in automation across the value chain, leading to a near robotic test execution

n

Evolving into the ultimate guardian of customer experience, and a business assurance partner for the IT
organization

Last but not the least, assurance will need to be woven into the fabric of the entire value chain, from development
to operations.
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Today

Tomorrow

Application level Testing

Digital Product Assurance

Protracted Test Cycles

Automation across
test value chain

Guardian for functionality

Guardian for Customer
Experience

Dev — Test — Ops

Dev

Test

Ops

Figure 2: An outline of the inevitable transformation in the operating style of assurance organizations

Some of the key themes that an assurance organization must focus on in order to build a foundation for this
change are as follows:
n

Business assurance: Adopting the right domain and technology aligned assurance strategy is key to assuring
high product quality. For example, assurance organizations will need to customize test approaches for certifying
digital publishing platforms, media asset management, broadcast management systems, mobile applications,
video streaming, and gaming applications.

n

Customer experience: Measuring a digital strategy, that primarily aims to improve customer experience, on the
basis of several quality-of-service parameters such as application availability and responsiveness, digital data
quality, usability, interoperability, and the extent of business process automation provides insight into its
effectiveness. Assurance strategies should embrace methodologies and metrics that can help measure these
customer experience parameters.

n

Rapid testing: Being well-equipped with tools and technologies will yield increased automation levels and the
right ROI. Rapid testing refers to the increasing velocity of assurance activities across the value chain. It is not just
about test execution automation, but automation in all or most assurance activities. Most of these digital
strategy implementations are driven by an Agile delivery model and rapid testing complements Agile testing
very well.

n

Lean assurance operations: Transforming assurance organizations for digital strategy implementation requires
eliminating inefficiencies across all assurance activities. Assurance organizations should utilize smart strategies
such as defect detection techniques and test design optimization, which not only streamline efforts but also
improve quality predictability.

n

Innovation driven delivery: Innovation is crucial to drive this transformation. Organizations must set-up
innovation forums and councils to create ideation platforms to collect ideas, qualify, prioritize, and implement
them, and measure their effectiveness.
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The Surfboard Required –
A Robust Digital Assurance Platform
In order to realize the full benefit of the strategies mentioned here, what organizations need is a comprehensive
digital assurance platform, which serves as a blueprint to craft a digital assurance strategy. The strategy should be
able to identify the right tools, methodologies, and measures to assure exceptional customer experience. An
important element of such a platform is a set of reusable assets and enablers which can improve the efficiency of
assurance processes significantly.
The platform must offer coverage for the entire digital value chain, from content creation and content aggregation
to content distribution and delivery. It must cater to specific digital assurance services offerings such as:
n

Digital content testing

n

Digital asset management testing

n

Digital rights management testing

n

Globalization and localization testing

n

Media testing (video streaming and playback)

n

Mobility testing

With regard to customer experience, the platform must have the capability to assure multi-channel interactions,
usability, security, accessibility, social media integration, and gamification of applications.
Additionally, these digital assurance service offerings must be built atop a foundation layer that complies with
industry QA standards and offers niche testing services – aligned with specific technology and software
development lifecycle needs.
In addition to the features mentioned earlier, the right surfboard (i.e. the digital assurance platform) must have the
following characteristics:
n

Focus on assuring improved customer experience to positively influence business Key Performance Indicators
(KPIs) through testing

n

Include industry specific test solutions and methodologies in the digital strategy to improve business
confidence index to near 100%

n

Provide early defect detection and lean assurance methodologies such as testing, structural quality, and test
design optimization techniques to reduce overall test effort by around 30%

n

Offer reusable test automation frameworks and facilitate the adoption of the right tool sets across the entire
content value chain, to reduce test cycle time by 30% to 40%

n

Incorporate innovative test approaches such as assurance on cloud and Testing as a Service (TaaS) to enable the
test organization to be future ready.
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Tried and Tested Surfboards: Illustrative Cases
An example of a leading healthcare company is a case in point. The key objectives of their digital transformation
program were to provide seamless multi-channel services, deliver personalized and targeted content to users, and
ensure a consistent user experience. The program spanned across 17 work streams and more than 60 applications.
The assurance strategy underpinned critical elements like customer experience focus, assurance across the
lifecycle, automation everywhere, and a ‘follow the sun’ model to provide a 24*7 test cycle.
Salient features of the strategy included one channel testing by validating style grids, automated browser
compatibility testing, and deploying a right-skilled team backed by domain, technology, and domain expertise. In
addition, tools and techniques were used extensively to deliver automation even on new functionality (progressive)
testing within each Agile sprint, and on mobile test validations and comparisons between mobile and non-mobile
channels.
This helped the healthcare company achieve over 30% reduction in testing cycle time and improved customer
experience through a ‘one channel’ test strategy.
Another example is of a leading telecom service provider that wanted its video streaming platform to include an
end-to-end validation of the content value chain. They tested the end customer experience on smartphones,
tablets, smart TVs, and gaming consoles.
These possible tools of choice were assessed and robust automation architecture – scalable across multiple devices
using a combination of the best-in-class tools – was developed. A test automation framework was put in place with
the following tool sets to validate content across the value chain.
n

Device test automation using Eggplant and SeeTest

n

Cross-browser compatibility testing (Firefox, Chrome, and Internet Explorer) using TCS’ iBrowse framework

n

User Interface (UI) and front-end validation using HP QuickTest Professional (HP QTP)

n

SOA and message testing using the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) UI framework

This helped the customer optimize the overall test approach and ensured validation of real-life customer scenarios
in the test environment.
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Getting Ready for the Ride: Conclusion
Most organizations tend to believe that creating a strategy to ensure digital transformation is simply a seamless
extension of existing testing practices. However, that is not true.
In fact, the very first step towards getting your test organization ready for digital transformation is to understand
that traditional testing approaches may not work and that your assurance strategy needs a re-look.
You need to build your surfboard (digital assurance platform) and holistic assurance services components in
alignment with the business and technology objectives of your organization’s digital strategy. In line with that, you
need to choose the right digital assurance platform which focuses on exceptional customer experience and brings
in competencies from industry experience and reusable frameworks without ‘re-inventing’ the wheel. Once you
have the components of a digital assurance platform, you can then execute assurance services and assure digital
strategy implementation.
Now that you’re aware of the rise and fall of the tidal patterns in the digital ocean, the must-haves of a robust and
reliable surfboard, the balancing act required, practical challenges that might surface, and the requisite do’s and
don’ts of riding the digital wave from an assurance standpoint, it is time to head to the beach!
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About Assurance Services Unit
TCS’ Assurance Services Unit (ASU) is the enterprise testing arm of TCS primed to render independent
validation and verification (IV&V) services for global customers. Built atop a foundational layer of
considerable pedigree and harnessing the power of a best-in-class Integrated Quality Management
System (iQMS), conformant to industry models such as CMMi, ISO9000 and IEEE, ASU’s offerings
instantiate the richness of the frameworks we have organically evolved over 40 years. With emphasis
on the twin pillars of process and product quality, ASU seeks to straddle the full spectrum of
assurance ranging from prevention to detection.
With over 15,500+ test professionals spanning a gamut of functional and non-functional
competencies and the experience of having setup over 45+ dedicated test centres, ASU brings to
bear a combination of expertise and experience that will benefit you. As an independent business
unit with executive accountability to the senior management of TCS, ASU offers an unmatched array
of independent test capabilities deployable in flexible and agile rendition models suiting the
business, IT and procurement imperatives of an enterprise such as yours. Ongoing investments in
innovation (in collaboration with the office of the CTO, TCS) and research (instrumented through
TCS’s independent research facilities, Labs and strong academic interfaces) serve to position us at the
cutting edge of achieving measurable and continually improving end-business quality objectives.
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assurance services. This is delivered through its unique Global Network Delivery ModelTM,
recognized as the benchmark of excellence in software development. A part of the Tata Group,
India’s largest industrial conglomerate, TCS has a global footprint and is listed on the National Stock
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